HEADPHONE BENCHTEST
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esolution regularly benchtests studio monitors, and our familiar
frequency response and waterfall plots — measured in an anechoic
chamber — offer production pros a means of assessing new loudspeakers
before taking the time-consuming step of auditioning monitors in a
studio environment. We’ve never tested headphones in this way, mainly because
empirical methods have not been widely established in pro-audio, and obtaining
the requisite test gear is challenging. Loudspeakers are tested in free air, but a
headphone must be presented with an acoustic load that simulates the human
ear. Recording professionals are familiar with the preferred frequency response
for a loudspeaker being measured by a microphone in the free field, represented
as a horizontal line, referenced to the measured SPL across the frequency range.
For headphones, however, this is not the case. Headphone measurements are
taken at what is known as the Drum Reference Point, a point representing the
human eardrum. If you were to measure the loudspeaker producing the flat freefield response curve in Figure 1a at the Drum Reference Point, the frequency
response would look like Figure 1b. In other words, for a headphone to sound
like a loudspeaker with a flat frequency response
to the human brain, it must produce a frequency
response curve like Figure 1b. This frequency
response curve is a correction curve, or transfer
function, that represents the effects of the torso,
head, pinna and ear canal.
So I was introduced to Kemar: although
named in a manner reminiscent of an ‘80s pop
singer, he is in fact a very expensive Head And
Torso Simulator (H.A.T.S.). He provides acoustic
diffraction similar to that encountered around
the median human head and torso. Our H.A.T.S.
was the model 45BC-12 with Mouth Simulator
and Anthropometric Pinnae, as manufactured by
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Headphone
benchtest
NIGEL JOPSON & KEMAR conduct the very
first Resolution headphone group test
Danish company G.R.A.S. Sound & Vibration. Basically a dummy head with
a couple of measurement mics installed where the ear drums should be, he’s
expensive because of the way he simulates the human body, and is a very
necessary bit of kit for headphone manufacturers, who have to benchmark their
products to ensure they comply with tightly controlled standards, mainly related
to maximum sound pressure levels obtainable
from portable music equipment.
The centre piece of our test equipment was
the dScope Series III kindly made available to
Resolution by Prism Sound. When used with ear
simulators, the dScope analyser is able to easily
correct for the frequency response characteristics
of the ear canal, ensuring accurate measurement
results of ear buds and headphones. The dScope
interface processor connects to a PC via USB,
and includes precision analogue and digital
outputs and inputs optimised for measurement.
Synchronous multi-tone analysis is based on
calculating an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)
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of a captured multi-tone stimulus, after
passing it through the equipment under test.
The results are calculated by means of a
frequency-domain analysis of the captured
buffer, using a FFT algorithm. dScope's
VBScripting capabilities allowed us to run
exactly the same tests on each headphone
— many thanks to Graham Boswell of
Prism Sound for writing these scripts for
Resolution. The headphones were tested
according to BS EN 50332, which stipulates
the voltage required to produce a sound level
of 94dB(A) is measured. For each pair of
headphones, we tested frequency response,
and then distortion levels at 1kHz, 250Hz,
2.5kHz and 5kHz.
Space on our pages does not permit the
printing of each distortion chart for every
headphone, so we’ve given the THD % for
the 3 higher test frequencies as numbers
only. The 250Hz distortion test seemed
particularly relevant to me, as it appeared
to correlate quite well with some of my
subjective impressions at the bass end when
listening to music with the cans we tested.
Before the test was undertaken, I listened
to all of the cans and made some short notes for myself. The listening exercise
was intended as a reality check for the subsequent benchtest — what intrigued
me was how my subjective listening notes were born out in the frequency
response plots. For example: a difference I noticed for bass response in the
50-100Hz region between the two models of Audio Technica headphones was
clearly visible in their respective frequency response plots. I made a note that
the Shure SRH1540 sounded quite open in the upper-mids, but this midrange
clarity at lower listening level became rather strident at higher volume settings:
the frequency response chart shows a 5dB peak boost centred around 2.8kHz.
I finished the tests with the feeling there is much wider tonal variation
between different headphones than there would be from a diverse selection of
modern nearfield monitors. I also gave the Resolution selection of headphones
to some young musicians and production pros to check on their subjective
reactions. A single main theme emerged: manufacturers (as a sweeping and
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very
un-scientific
are voicing their cans a little light in the bass
for a younger generation, who’ve become accustomed to their personal stereos
reproducing bass frequencies as deep — or more so — than their loudspeakers.
It was also apparent that headphone design is still slightly something of a
black art: there is a good reason certain manufacturers have made a name for
themselves in the field — it’s not down to some secret single ingredient — more
a case of carefully honing a plethora of small details with years of development
and experience.
The aim of the Resolution headphone benchtest was to see if it is possible to
measure closed-ear headphones in a meaningful and professional manner. The
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test was intended as a proof-of-concept, not a judge of “which is best” in a group
where some headphones were eight times the price of others. We also wanted to
test if the impedance of identically constructed headphones (Beyer DT770) made
any difference to results: answer — yes — slightly. The frequency and distortion
plots speak for themselves. With the help of Prism Sound and G.R.A.S. Sound &
Vibration, I believe we have some very accurate and interesting readings.

Audio Technica ATH-M70x
Price around £215
Grip on head: medium-light
Listening impression: voiced well for louder listening,
good general purpose studio headphones.
Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.084 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.037%
THD at 250Hz = 0.116%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.010%
THD at 5kHz = 0.040%

Audio Technica ATH-M50x
Price around £120
Grip on head: medium-strong
Listening impression: good cans for tracking,
useful to address the musician-issue of “make the
bass louder”, with a more artificial-sounding hyped
bass than the more-expensive ATH-M70x.
Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.0540 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.019%
THD at 250Hz = 0.089%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.007%
THD at 5kHz = 0.008%
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Beyer DT770_250ohm

Sennheiser HD26 Pro

Price around £125
Grip on head: strong
Listening impression: Good tracking cans for
musicians who listen with some level restraint.

Price around £175
Grip on head: medium
Listening impression: high quality studio headphones,
which translate well to what is heard on loudspeakers,
good for tracking with one ear only: either ear-cushion
may be hinged up with cans remaining level on head.

Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.2770 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.027%
THD at 250Hz = 0.087%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.023%
THD at 5kHz = 0.131%

Beyer DT770_32ohm

Shure SRH940

Price around £125
Grip on head: strong
Listening impression: as above, but with a little
more punch around the rack-tom frequencies
evident.

Price around £180
Grip on head: medium
Listening impression: electric guitar frequencies
prominent — good for guitarists!

Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.1078 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.137 %
THD at 250Hz = 0.120%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.008 %
THD at 5kHz = 0.012 %
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Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.0572 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.017 %
THD at 250Hz = 0.068 %
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.007 %
THD at 5kHz = 0.010 %

Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.0879 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.020%
THD at 250Hz = 0.493 %
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.012%
THD at 5kHz = 0.161%
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Shure SRH1540

Sony MDR-7506

Price around £390
Grip on head: medium
Listening impression: unsurprisingly (given the
price difference) more balanced musically than
SRH940, clarity in midrange when listening at
sensible levels.

Price around £80
Grip on head: medium-light
Listening impression: an altogether more balanced
presentation of music than its sibling the MDR-7510.

Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.1162 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.021 %
THD at 250Hz = 0.525%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.010%
THD at 5kHz = 0.011 %

Sony MDR-7510

Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.0768 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.028 %
THD at 250Hz = 0.223 %
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.030%
THD at 5kHz = 0.010%

Ultrasone signature pro

Price around £90
Grip on head: strong
Listening impression: a lighter bass and some
midrange boost. These headphones would suit stage
or talkback use.

Price around £650
Grip on head: medium
Listening impression: well balanced, translate
well to loudspeakers, any sibilance in vocals quite
prominent, the type of headphone you might
choose to do a live broadcast mix in the sound-truck.

Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.0620 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.032 %
THD at 250Hz = 0.125 %
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.057%
THD at 5kHz = 0.015%

Drive level at 1kHz for 94dBSPL = 0.0567 V
THD at 1kHz = 0.020%
THD at 250Hz = 0.134%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.201%
THD at 5kHz = 0.474%
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